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Southern Virginia’s New
Tobacco-The Business
of Art and Design
by Lee Sandstead

The other day I was standing
in one of the newest educational
computer labs in the region. The
Southern Virginia Higher Education
Center (HEC) in South Boston has
launched a new educational-model
CALLED hTHE "USINESS OF !RT AND
$ESIGN v AND THEIR NEW GRAPHICS
design lab is one of the core pieces
to this model.
/N THE mOOR OF THE LAB STOOD  OF
Apple’s latest and greatest boxed-up
state-of-the-art computers. Needless
to say, we were all pretty excited to
rip open those boxes and see what
was inside.
When the first was opened, we
were surprised at what we saw--in
a tiny font that we had to lean over
and squint to see, simply read:
h$ESIGNED BY !PPLE IN #ALIFORNIAv
There wasn’t a list of computer
specs or promotional flyers or
a letter from their president or
throw-away computer manuals.
4HERE WAS SIMPLY h$ESIGNED BY
Apple in California.”
We live in an era of design in the
United States. Apple is a great
example. Their design philosophy
has set them apart from almost every
other technological brand.
More and more, companies are
looking at art and design in order to
remain competitive. For instance,
GM, one of the world’s largest car
makers, is not in the car building
business any more—they are in
THE hART BUSINESS v SAYS '- HIGH
up Robert Lutz. He continues
BY REFERRING TO CARS AS hART
entertainment and mobile sculpture,
which, coincidentally, also happens
to provide transportation.”
Many leaders in Southern Virginia
are seizing these great opportunities
in the design world by advocating an
educational model where students
take the lead in arts-related fields.
&OR INSTANCE $AN ( 0INK REPORTS
in his NY Times best-selling book A
Whole New Mind THAT h)N THE 5NITED
States, the number of graphic
designers has increased tenfold
in a decade; graphic designers
outnumber chemical engineers by
FOUR TO ONEv (E CONTINUES h4HE
wealth of nations and the wellbeing of individuals now depend
on having artists in the room. In a
world enriched by abundance but
disrupted by the automation and
outsourcing of white-collar work,
everyone, regardless of profession,
must cultivate an artistic sensibility.
7E MAY NOT ALL BE $ALI OR $EGAS "UT
today we must all be designers.”
If you are interested in arts and
design and what they mean for
our future—read that book. W. W.
h4EDv "ENNETT *R HAS READ IT (E IS
THE (%#S %XECUTIVE $IRECTOR AND
HE ASKS EVERYONE TO READ IT h7ERE
developing a significant design and

arts four-year program for students
across Southern Virginia starting
with dual enrollment students,”
SAYS "ENNETT h4HE BUSINESS OF ART
and design will play a significant
role in our economic and cultural
future.” With strong emphasis
ON +  OUTREACH AND STRONG
relationships in higher education,
Bennett is fighting to do just that.
When completed, the Business
OF !RT AND $ESIGN WILL BE HOUSED
IN THE   SQUARE FEET HISTORIC
hBAGv FACTORY LOCATED NEXT TO
the Prizery in South Boston.
Space is allotted for computerbased design labs, the wood
arts, performing arts, fine arts,
fashion design, interior design,
architecture, culinary arts,
photography and animation.
It’s a visionary and ambitious
project, but maybe one day,
Apple’s next generation of badboy computers will be designed
by regional students, and
when we open these boxedup computers, they could very
POSSIBLY READ h$ESIGNED BY !PPLE
in Southern Virginia.”
Author Lee Sandstead, host of Travel
Channel’s “Art Attack,” has recently
joined the Business of Art and Design,
an initiative of the Southern Virginia
Higher Education Center. The HEC is
transforming the region by seeking to
provide broader educational connections
and opportunities through partnering
institutions. For more information, visit
www.svhed.org or call 434-572-5488.

Scholarship Applications
Now Being Accepted
by Debra Dodson
The Community Foundation
OF THE $AN 2IVER 2EGION IS
currently accepting applications
for 22 different scholarships.
Area college-bound high school
students or potential graduate
school students who are interested
should contact their guidance
offices for the application, or print
it from the Foundation’s web site
at www.cfdrr.org. The deadline for
all applications to be received is
March 20.
The Community Foundation of
THE $AN 2IVER 2EGION IS A PUBLIC
charity established in September,
 BY A STEERING COMMITTEE OF
civic leaders. The Foundation strives
to meet a wide variety of social,
educational, cultural, and other
charitable needs in the region from
Martinsville/Henry County through
South Boston/Halifax County, as
well as the neighboring North
Carolina counties.
For more information, the
Foundation can be contacted
AT  ,OYAL 3TREET 0/ "OX
 $ANVILLE 6!  CALL
 OR VISIT www.cfdrr.org.
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